
One of the world's great scenic railways travels through 19 tunnels and across four
bridges showcasing verdant open plains, lush beech forest, rugged river valleys and the
towering Southern Alps.

Giving its name to the astounding alpine wilderness that is Arthur's Pass National Park,
the highest pass over the Southern Alps is a popular destination via road and the Tranz
Alpine Express railway.

An interactive Antarctic experience unfolds through fascinating exhibits, a polar room
chilled to -5° C, an indoor storm with authentic blizzard conditions, a 4D audio visual
experience and a penguin encounter.

This verdant breadbasket is spread out like a patchwork quilt of farmland in shimmering
shades of green. And in the distance, the snow-capped peaks of the Southern Alps are
a dazzling surprise.

Flowing in a southeastward direction the river rushes through a narrow canyon called
the Waimakariri Gorge and then gently meanders across the Canterbury Plains on its
journey to the Pacific Ocean.

Originally know as Linton, "The Giant's House" is a unique part of the history of Akaroa
- nestled in a secluded valley, it was built in 1880 for Akaroa's first bank manager. The
grand house built of native timbers sits in sculpture mosaic garden that's colorful,
exuberant, interactive, romantic, fun and full of surprises.

One of the smallest marine dolphins in the world and only found in New Zealand's water,
Hector's dolphins grow no more than 1.5 m in length.

This quaint French and British-influenced village is nestled in the heart of an ancient
volcano. It offers colonial architecture, galleries, cafés and dramatic seaside views.

Set your sights on the cloud piercing mountains and shimmering sapphire lakes of New Zealand's dramatic Southern Alps. Step aboard
the famed Tranz Alpine Express and glide past one dazzling tableau after another. With lunch served on board, this full-day tour is a
feast for the senses.

Venture out into the Kiwi countryside. Stop for morning tea and view sheep shearing & sheepdog demonstrations at Canterbury Farm.
Take a short drive to the quaint Gemstone Museum at Birdlings Flat. Travelling back towards Akaroa, enjoy views of the harbour from the
Hilltop before arriving at the Giant's House. Akaroa is rich in Maori, French and maritime history, this former whaling port features an old
Customs House, Victorian bungalows - and great souvenir hunting!

Massive volcanic eruptions formed the Banks Peninsula millennia ago. Explore the Peninsula on a scenic drive that offers sweeping
views of historic Akaroa, Christchurch and the Southern Alps. Visit a traditional farm homestead for tea and a sheepdog demonstration.

Massive volcanic eruptions formed the Banks Peninsula millennia ago. Explore the Peninsula on a scenic drive that offers sweeping
views of historic Akaroa, Christchurch and the Southern Alps. Visit a traditional farm homestead for tea and a sheepdog demonstration.

Formed by a collapsed volcanic crater, scenic Akaroa Harbour is home to a rich population of marine life including Hector's dolphins,
New Zealand Fur Seals and White-flipper Penguins. Board a comfortable catamaran for an approximately one and half-hour narrated
cruise that puts intriguing wildlife front and center on this easy, adventure.

Akaroa, New Zealand
On the eastern shores of New Zealand's South Island, Akaroa is a popular tourist destination with a distinctly French flair, its history
steeped in legend. It lies on the volcanic Banks Peninsula, which the Maori believe was formed when a hero named Maui piled mountains
upon a giant who threatened to eat his children.

The same peninsula was purchased from the local Maori by a French whaler around 1838, and was later settled by both the French and
the British, who had just signed the Treaty of Waitangi ensuring New Zealand's existence as a British colony.

With French-named streets leading to restaurants serving French cuisine and colonial architecture all around, Akaroa's heritage as the
only French-founded community in New Zealand is unmistakable. Akaroa harbour is home to a diverse array of marine life, including rare
Hector's dolphins, and visitors are lured by the area's secluded beaches and quaint boutiques.

Points of Interest

Special Child Pricing Available!
Children age 12 and younger, savings up to 50%. For actual pricing information, click on tour title or Reserve button.
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Sightseeing & City Tours

Tranz Alpine Train & Arthur's Pass
AK1-110 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 200

You will visit: You will see:

Akaroa, Giants House & Canterbury Farm
AK1-200 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 50

You will visit:

Banks Peninsula & City Drive
AK1-210 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 42

You will visit:

Banks Peninsula & City Drive (Guided in German)
AK1-213 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 42

You will visit:

Akaroa Harbour Nature Cruise
AK1-245 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 70

You will see:

9
hours from $359.95

4.5
hours from $159.95

5
hours from $129.95

5
hours from $129.95

1.5
hours from $99.95
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Enjoy a sightseeing tour around Akaroa and the spectacular Banks Peninsula area while riding on board out beautifully restored 1960's
London Routemaster Double Decker Bus. This fully guided two hour tour will take you through Akaroa and around the bays and all the
way up the hills to the Hilltop Cafe where you will get to enjoy the breathtaking views looking back to Akaroa Harbour. This tour is a
fantastic way to have a look around this truly beautiful and fascinating area while still allowing you plenty of free time to enjoy Akaroa at
your leisure.

Take in the stunning views on your way to Paua Bay Farm for a taste of the rural lifestyle. Watch sheepdogs at work, witness a sheep
shearing demonstration, stroll through the garden, and savor tea and homemade scones on this moderate half-day tour featuring a
traditional New Zealand Hill country farm.

You don't have to be a "Lord of the Rings" fan to enjoy this easy full-day tour. Nature lovers and those who enjoy the outdoors will love
the experience and the epic journey through absolutely stunning scenery. Savoring morning tea in the country and having lunch at High
Country location with a Middle Earth flavor!

Travel by motorcoach to Christchurch's International Antarctic Centre for a taste of the South Pole; ride the Hagglund snow cat; see live
penguins and experience a range of interactive displays; afterwards, take a scenic drive to the city for some free time to explore of the
Botanic Gardens and surrounds.

Explore Akaroa Harbour and the Banks Peninsula aboard a luxurious nature cruise on this easy, half-day tour. See white-flippered blue
penguins, New Zealand fur seals, endangered Hector's Dolphins plus Albatross, Cormorants and more. Learn about local history, cruise
into Cathedral Cave and relax with a drink and homemade baking.

Grab your swimsuit and towel and set off with an experienced catamaran crew for what may prove to be the highlight of your trip! This
active three-hour tour features stunning scenery and the chance to swim with the world's smallest and rarest dolphins, the Hector's or
New Zealand Dolphin.

Get off the beaten path on an active full-day adventure exploring the rugged hill country of the Southern Alps, standing in dramatic
contrast to the flat Canterbury Plains. Imagine taking in the sights via 4X4 tussock buggy and then transferring to a high-speed jet boat
for a thrilling cruise!

Enjoy time on your own visiting the garden city of Christchurch; visit the Canterbury Museum, take a stroll around the expansive
Christchurch Botanic Gardens or explore the shops and cafes at the Re-Start shopping mall.

Scenic Akaroa by Double Decker Bus
AK1-215 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 50

You will visit:

Special Interests

Paua Bay Farm
AK1-225 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 20

You will see:

Canterbury Station, Mt Sunday & Lord of the Rings Sights
AK1-125 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

Nature & Wildlife

Antarctic Centre & Botanic Gardens
AK1-280 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 45

You will visit:

Wildlife Cruise
AK1-240 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 40

You will see:

Activities & Adventures

Akaroa Harbour Swim with Dolphins
AK1-710 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 12

You will see:

Canterbury High Country by 4WD
AK1-515 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 40

You will visit: You will see:

Exploring on Your Own

Christchurch On Your Own
AK1-185 | Akaroa, New Zealand | Group Size: 40

2
hours from $39.95

2.5
hours from $119.95

8.75
hours from $249.95

7.5
hours from $149.95

2
hours from $119.95

3
hours from $149.95

9
hours from $349.95

7
hours from $79.95
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